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The dependence of the multiphoton absorption probability for an atomic system on the statis-
tical properties of the incident light is investigated. It is shown, by means of nth-order time-
dependent perturbation theory, that the multiphoton absorption probability depends on the
(n, n)th normally ordered correlation functions of the electromagnetic field. For stationary
fields, the transition probability per unit time is constant and is directly related to the reduced
cross-spectral correlation function of the electromagnetic field. This expression for the tran-
sition probability is then analyzed under various conditions of coherence. Explicit calculations
are carried out for thermal light and for laser light, and the transition rates are compared
when each has a Lorentzian spectrum. In particular, when the width of the final atomic level
is much larger than the bandwidth of the field, the transition rate for thermal light is n. times
higher than with laser light of the same mean intensity. The other extreme case, i.e. , when
the width of the final atomic level is much smaller than the bandwidth of the field, is also con-
sidered in detail. An equation for the density operator of the field is derived; this equation
governs the change in the statistical properties of the photon system in n-photon absorption
processes. On the basis of this equation, the time-dependent properties of the photon system
are then studied and some physical consequences of these equations are discussed. Some nu-
merical solutions relating to the time dependence of the factorial moments in two-photon ab-
sorption processes are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, several papers have ap-
peared which deal with the transition probability
for multiphoton processes. '~2 In these papers, the
attention has been mainly focused on the calcula-
tion of the transition probability for various such
processes. A problem, which is of considerable
interest in this connection, concerns the depen-
dence of the transition probability on the statisti-
cal nature of the radiation field. Another question
of considerable interest is the following one: Do
the multiphoton processes provide information
about the higher-order correlation functions of the
incident electromagnetic field 7 These two prob-
lems, for the particular case of two-photon pro-
cesses, have been investigated very fully by sev-
eral workers. ' '2

The purpose of the present paper is to consider
these problems for the case of multiphoton ab-
sorption processes We deriv. e, by the use of nth-
order time-dependent perturbation theory, an ex-
pression for the transition probability for n-pho-
ton absorption by an atomic system. The transition
probability is found to be dependent on the (n, n)th-
order normally ordered correlation function of the
electromagnetic field. For absorption with sta-
tionary electromagnetic fields, we find that the
transition probability per unit time is independent
of time and is related to the reduced cross-spec-
tral correlation function of the electromagnetic
field. This expression is then analyzed under
various conditions Qf coherence

Finally, an equation for the density operator of
the field is derived. This equation governs the
change in the statistical properties of the field in
n-photon absorption process and is then used to
study the time-dependent statistical properties of
the field.

X(x, t) X(t) =X"'(f)+X' '(f), (2. 2)

where
IC '

X"(t)=Z — c(k s)ar e '"&'. (2. 8)

a» in (2. 8) is the annihilation operator associated
with the mode (it, s) of the radiation field and

H. MULTIPHOTON-ABSORPTION TRANSITION
PROBABILITY

As is well known, the interaction Hamiltonian
between the radiation field and an hydrogenlike
atom may be written in the form

2

Z,(f)=- p (f) A(x, t) +, X'(x, f). (2. l)
PIC 2pic

Here A(x, t) is the vector-potential operator for the
electromagnetic field and p (f) is the momentum
operator of the valence electron. Throughout this
paper we shall work in the interaction picture and
we shall ignore the effect'3 of the term which is
quadratic in A(x, f). We shall also use the dipole
approximation, i. e. , we shall neglect the effect of
spatial variation of A(x, f). We decompose the
vector-potential operator into positive and nega-
tive frequency components,
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c(k, s) a.re unit polarization vectors.
The time-development operator in the interac-

tion picture is given by

U, (t) = T exp[- (i/tf) f H, (t') dt'] (2. 4)

where Hi(t) is the intera. ction Hamiltonian in the
interaction picture and T is Dyson's time-ordering
operator. We can express (2. 4) in the form

(2. 9)

g&", &(t) = (- t /@) n( e/-mc)"

x f'. .. fd ,t. ..d „te(,t—t,). . .e(t„, t„)—

H„(t)= (- e/mc) p (t) ~ A '& (t) .
Since H,«(t) as given by (2. 9), is linear in A&'&(t),

it, is sufficient to replace U„(t) in (2. 8) by L&,
&"&(t)

in order to describe n-photon absorption pro--
cesses. Here ai '"&(t) is given by

U(t) =Z U',"&(t),
n=0

where U'i&(t)= (- i/ft)" (I/»! )
t

x f ~ fT[H, (t,) ~ H,(t„)]dt; dt„
0

=(-t/@)"f .f e(t, -t,)" e(t„,-t„)

xHi(ti) ~ Hi (t2)' ' ' Hi (t„)dti dt„

Here, e(v} is the step function defined by

(2. 5)

(2. 5)

xp(ti) ~ A ' (ti) p(t2) A (ta) p(t„)'A (t„) . (2. 1O)

Thus the transition probability for n-photon ab-
sorption pro&esses is given by

~'"'«) = l~&f l~&f IU'"i'«)li&~ lt&~l'. (2.11)

For such processes the final state of the field is
not known. Hence we sum P&"&(t), given by (2. 11),
over all the final states of the field. We also sup-
pose that the initial state of the field is described
by the density operator

e(~)=1, if ~&O

=Q, if 7(Q .
(2 7)

Let !i&z be the initial state of the atom, assumed
to be the ground state, a.nd !f&„bethe final state of
the atom. Let !t&z:and If) & be the initial and final
states of the radiation fieM, respectively. Then
the probability that the system has made a transi-
tion to a state! f&„8!f&&; is given by

I (t)= I,&fl„(fIU, (t}lt&„lt&, l2 . (2. 3}

Since we are only interested in photon absorption
processes, the effective Hamiltonian is

(2. 12)pz(o} =&;, »;; li&z&t lz .
Then the expression for the transition probability
becomes

(2.13)

where Tr„denotes the trace over the field variables. Our method follows in part to that employed in
Ref. 9. Now following Mollow we introduce the function

@; ~ ~;„(t„t, ~ ~ ~, t„) —= (e/hmc)" e(t —t ) ~ ~ e(t t) (f I-pi (ti) p (t2) "p (t. ) lt'n

In terms of 4, (2. 13) can be written in the form

P~&(t) = 5 f ~ ~ ~ fdt, ~ ~ dt„dt, ~ ~ ~ dt„Tri, lpz(O)A'; '(t', ) ~ ~ A; (t„)A". &(ti) ~ A&'(t„)]n 1 n F E
n

' n

(2.14)

(2.15)

We shall now express (2. 15), in terms of the (n, m)th-order normally ordered correlation function G'"'"'
of the electromagnetic field, defined by

G,'":"..', , , (t,', , t„'; t„.",t„)=Tr, ft&, (O)A!-&(t',). A!-'(t„')A'."(t,) . A,.'&(t„)) . (2.lfo

Combining (2. 15} and (2. 16), we obtain the following expression for the transition probability:

'"'( )= 5 f ~ ' ~ f dt, ~ ~ dt„dt,' ~ .dt„' G,'". .".', , ,,. . . ; (t,', ~ ~ ~, t„'; t„~ ~ ~, t„)
)t~ )

n n
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From (2. 17) it is clear that the transition probability P'"'(t) depends on the (n, n)th-order normally or-
dered correlation functions of the electromagnetic field. Hence, experiments on n-photon absorption pro-
cesses should provide information about correlation functions of the type |"'"'"' of the field. ~" It may be
shown by straightforward calculation that 4 is given bp

~„)(4t.)) =[() -'Z(2.) -'jf:-.J d4 . ,k~;; ) ((.—,j) exp[ t,(,—,). t.(,— .)'".t„„,j,
(2.18).&flp;, l&i&' ~ ~&&,.-flu( l~&.

where C'(; ) ((~„,j)= kmc () ) (~, (u} + ig() ~ ~ ~ ((o„(-~„pig„))k„1 1 k1 1 n-1
(2. 19)

Here e, are infinitesimal positive (luantities and the summation in (2. 19) is over all the intermediate states
of the atom. We have also used the notation (y„j for (y„y,, . . . , y„j. Using (2. 17) and (2. 18), we obtain

dI+ -1 + - I} ~ @( () (1+ -1j) @(y} ((+ -1))
{in) {J )

&& jt ''J'
(

"2„", G(;„'") "(J ) ((t„'j;ft„»exp[it, (&q- &()+ +it„(o„,—it,'((uq- (ug)- ~ ~ ~ —it„'{d„',j. (2.20)

For large time intervals (t-~), it is evident that the transition probability P'"'(t) tends to P'"' where

= f ''I d'L~n-(; ~n-(j ~ 4'((„) ((~n-(j) 4'(g„) H~n-ij)(2)() X(, )' (; )(~t{i„},{&„j

I
~n X~t —~() -' ' '

~ &n-t) (

and where )(("'"' is the 2nth-order cross-spectral correlation function (cf. Ref. 17) and is given by
r n n

xI(„'")',(,„)H~'j; l~j)= (2,)a. "~ d(t.'; t j G(;„)",'()) 8.' j; (t. j) exp i & t; ~; —i 2 t,'~;l.
i -1 i =1

(2.21)

(2.22)

III. ABSORPTION BY STATIONARY FIELDS

Since practically all the experiments are performed with stationary radiation fields, we shall consider
the absorption by stationary fields more fully. A stationary field is one for which the statistical properties
are independent of the origin of time, hence for such a field all averages are invariant under time transla-
tion. In particular, for stationary fields, one has

G('. )'"I& )(ft„+vj; (t„+ 7' j') = G( ) '( „)((t„);(t„», (3.1)

(3.2)

(3. 3)

where v is arbitrary time interval. Using a generalization of the Wiener-Khintchine theorem'7 (applied to
the present situation), we have, for any stationary field,

n

x((„')'.(g„)«~.'j; (~.)) = ( ( ~ (~ - ~;)j x'(('„")',(g„)h~.'); (~.-lj
i=

n

g g G(' [ ly {fpt{{t J 0) 8Xp —i 5 w,. t, ~ i Z +~ (').
$277J i=1 i=1

(3.4)

ln view of (3. 1), the transition probability P "'(t), as given by (2. 20), may also be expressed in the form
r

c «*„)H ~.-(» c'(,„)«&.-~»
OQ {i ){j)

n ~n

~ "~n Ix, ,2„z dt„d{t„;t„&jexp[- it( (M& —&q) ' ' —tt„&„&+it((&t-

q(~ 2 (g„)jG(. ')(. ) ((tg;{t„(j,0). (3.8)

We now make the usual approximation of the perturbation theory, i.e., we assume that t is much greater
than the inverse bandwidth of the field, i.e. ,

t » (1/»). (3.8)

We may then extend the limits of the integrals over tt„; t„() to a ~ and the transition probability P'"'(t) be-
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comes proportional to time. I.et W " be the transition probability per unit time. According to (3.3),
(3. 5), and (3. 8) it is given by

W'"'«f) =(2&) f "f'«~' »-".-» ~ O(;*„)«~.-1»+(f„)« .-») X(;„)",'(",'„)
(„)(i„l

P p p I(+f +1 ~ y +n-2 +n-1~ n-l~ +f +1) s +n-2 +n-l~ ) (3.7)

In (3. 7) we have displayed explicitly the argument &of in order to show the dependence of W'"' on the energy
of the final state of the atom. Expression (3. 7) shows clearly the dependence of the n-photon absorption
probability per unit time on the 2nth-order reduced cross-spectral (normally ordered) correlation function
of the radiation field.

We will now express (3.7) in a slightly different form, which takes into account the symmetry proper-
ties of the correlation function X

'"~ "'. It is evident that X'"~ "'(((s); (&ug) is invariant under the permutation
of the indices 1, 2, , n. In view of this symmetry property, Eq. (S.7) may be rewritten

PV

(+f)= (21()f ' ' 'f df+. -1~ +n- lf ~ (i )(f."n-l))o(f )8+n-1))X (('. ), (f )
00 (; )(;) 'n "

n n' 'n

where

p p(f ~l&'''&+n-1( +f ~1&'''~~n-2 ~n-1&o)

I(; )(f(u„ 1»= (n. ) '[Zl(C', . . . (, (Vl, . ~ ~ V),)]

(3.8)

(3.9)

The symbol g„ in (3.9) denotes summation over
all the permutation /j. ..l„of the indices 1, 2. ..n
and the arguments v, , ~ ~ v&, are defined by the
following set of equations:

co& —&j = P,„co~—(d~= P, ~

' '
~ +n-2 ~n- S= P n- S~ +n- ~= &n

In particular, for n=-2 we have

c;; (~) = -'[@;;(~)+@;„(~f—~)] .

(3.ii)

(S. i2)

, = )lr„

The quantities LU, ,«. ~ p, , are obtained from the
permutation

of the quantities p.„..., p,„defined by the set of
r elations

The expression (S.8) will prove very useful in
later sections of this paper.

We have so far not taken into account the effects
of linewidth of the intermediate and the final
atomic states. The effects of the linewidth of the
intermediate states are easily taken into account
by introducing, in a phenomenological manner,
the damping coefficients. Let y; be the decay
rate due to spontaneous emission from the level
j. Then 4 as given by (2. 19) is to be replaced by

c (; )((~„,])= (e/sric)"
4 ~ (f lP; Ikl) ~. . .~(kn -1 IP ii) ~

x Z
) (+1 ~n + irl/2) ~ (&„1—~„,+iy„,/2)

(3. ia)

In order to take into account the width of the
final state, we average the result (3.7), over a
line-shape function, which for simplicity we take
to be a Lorentzian of width y&. The final expres-
sion for transition probability is then found to be

W'"' = (yf/21() fd~((o2+ —,'yf2) 'W'"&(wf+ (g), (3. i4)

where W'"'(~f+ (d) and 4 are given by (3.7) and

(3.13), respectively. In the presence of collisions
and also of very intense fields, the Lorentzian
line-shape function should be replaced by a more
general line-shape function. '

A. Absorption by Pure-Mode Fields

We now consider a special class of fields for
which there is excitation in only one mode. We
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would call such fields pure-mode fieMs. Such
fields are completely coherent in the sense that
all even ordered (m = n) correlation functions
factorize, i.e. ,

n

(:("„)"(y„((9g9g) = II [&;, (f$) &g, (~g)] ~ (3.15)

S((v) = 6((o —(uo) n. ((oo) . (3.i7)

The final expression for the transition probabj] jty
with monochromatic fields is obtained by combin-
ing (3. 16) and (3. 17}and the result for hnearfy
polarized fieMs is

Let h(") be the Fourier transform of S(t). Then
it follows from (3.7) and (3. 15) that

W")((d, ) = (2(()1"5((d, —n(o, )
xc {(n—1)~o, ~ 2~o ~o~l i (3.1(0

W'")((d~) = (2m) J "fd((o„' „(u„.,) where I is the intensity of the incident light beam.
Thus, one obtains

x Q 4(( ((( -184(J„}(L -1/)
(& )(& )

~(n)(~ ) ~ In (3.ie)

"h(,(~s- (d~) ' ' ' (t'(„(~n-i)

x 8,,((d~- a),). ~ ((', ,((d„,—(u„.,)$, (0) .
(3.15)

On the other hand, it is well known that a field
which is stationary and mode pure is a monochro-
matic field, i.e. ,

Hence, the n-photon absorption probability per
unit time, for stationary pure-mode fields, is
proportional to the nth power of intensity. ' Note
that the 5 function in (3. 18) corresponds to conser-
vation of energy and in general should be replaced
by an appropriate line-shape function. The prop-
erties of the atomic system are contained in the
quantity t 4l which may be called the quantum-ef-
ficiency parameter of the system (cf. Ref. 16a).

B. Absorption by a Class of Stationary Fields

(3.2O)

We now consider an important class of stationary fields for which the phase-space functional E'
((zn, j) is dependent only on the moduli of zn, and not on the phases. This class includes thermal field and
the field of a single-mode laser. ' In this case, it can be shown that"

&at~" "a'. ,a„,".a.„)=&'")(f((„';p,„))y„'((p„&),

where, for brevity, we have denoted the indices (k, s) collectively by the index p and

I(")((p,„';((,„I}=g,5,.„,5„;, ".5,., (3.21)

The Q, in (3. 21) denotes summation over all n I permutations of the indices 1, 2, ~ ~ ~, n. It can then be
shown by straightforward but long calculations that the reduced cross-spectral correlation function is
given by

2 ff

~Il'),'(;)((.');k. ), O}=l ~', & ( .; ". .." .„)-'";*(u.,') ~ ~ ~,*(p,„')

xc, (p)) ~ ~ ~ c, (p,„)3(")(((J,„'; p„J) g 5((d„. —(o,') g 5((u„.—(d() (3.22)

On substituting (3.22) in (3.8), we obtain the following expression for the transition probability per unit
time:

(3.23)

In obtaining (3.23) we have also made use of the fact that y„(Q„f) is symmetric under the permutation of
the indices 1, ~ ~ ~, n and the definition (3.9).

We again find that, for the particular class of fields considered in this section, the transition probability
is completely determined by the reduced cross-spectral density. It seems worth noting that for both ther-
mal field and the laser field oscillating in a single mode, the reduced cross-spectral density factorizes,
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i. e. ,
n

)».'H); j) = II x& (&l» (s.24)

with )»& (p, ) representing the average number of photons in the mode p, .
C. Absorption by Quasimonochromatic Fields near Resonance

(3.26)

Here we have separated out the rapidly fluctuating component of the field. On substituting (3. 2'7) in (3. 26)
and making use of the translation invariance of C "s"', we obtain the following result:

C»* )(l~oj)@» )({&doj)f' G»';"').'»; )((- fj'(tj) exp[2ff(&y —)«do) —y. l f1 ]df . (3.23)
(in} {jn}

For linearly polarized fields, (3. 28) reduces to

W'"'= 2I c((~o})I'f G'" "'K- fj;(fj) em[»f(~. —.~,) —y,(f)]dt .
The function G&"'"& is a slowly varying function of its arguments and if the bandwidth of the field is small
compared to the width of the final state of the atom (6(() «y&), we may replace G&"'")((- fj;(fj) in (3. 29) by
its value for f =0. Under these circumstances, (3. 29) reduces to

W'"'=- G'"'"'((0j (0j)IC K Bl'b /[-'yl+(

Let us now compute the ratio W „"„'/W&,"„', where W, „"' and W„"„' are the transition probabilities for thermal
and coherent light, respectively. We have, from (3. 30), that

(s.29)

Consider a field whose frequency range is confined almost entirely to the domain coo- —, Aced- ~ - &o
+-';- ~&, where &0 is the mean frequency of the field and 6~«~0. We shall also assume that the mean fre-
quency +0 is near the resonant frequency &uz/n. Since &~ is very small, we may ignore the variation of 4
with frequency over the range I~- &Ol ~ —,

' ~&. It should also be noted that the reduced cross-spectral cor-
relation function X

"'"' is nonzero only when its arguments lie in the range I~- cooI ~
2 A~. Hence the ex-

pression for the transition probability reduces to

j&yj = Z @(in) ((~oj)@bn) ((&oj)f df Gli~), Iqn) (1tj» j0j) exp[- i&dent], (3.25)
{i„}(yn}

where for the sake of brevity, we have denoted the arguments ((oo &dp ' ' ' Mp) by f&doj. The result (3.25) is
again derived on the assumption that the final state of the atom corresponds to a sharp line with energy
Ko&, which is valid if the lifetime of the final state is much larger than the coherence time of the field. In
the general case, we can make use of the result (3.14) to obtain

e~»& )(((g&)j)o„)g„,j)f df G,',"',"'„,(lfj;loj)exp[- i&dent
—-,'y~I tI ] .

(i }(i } n

We now define another correlation function G &"'"&, which is related to G' "'"' via the following relation:
n

G'""(90;(t2)=-~'""'R4;(t.j) p-' . Z (f,'-f, ) . (3.2'7)
i=1

N/W!2 = GV'"'(10};E0})«.'."'"'80j (0})
I'or thermal field one has

g&n, n) ((0}.(0j) + ) g') n

and for coherent field

(s.sl)

(3. 32)

G (n, n)(/0j .(0}) (f) n (s. ss)

For the purpose of comparison, we assume that both the fields have the same mean intensity (I) and then

from (3.31)-(3.33) it follows that

(s. s4)W( n)/W & n)
th coh

Thus we conclude that for quasimonochromatic fields near resonance and with y&»A co, the transition prob-

ability with thermal light is n I times higher than with coherent light. 26

D. n-Photon Absorption with Thermal Light

hermal equilibrium it is well known" that the higher-order correlation funct
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expressed in terms of second-order correlation functions by means of the relation

G(l„'")', (,„) ((t.'];9.'f) =~,G 3'„",', (t', t,)" G,'„", ,„(t.', t,„), (3.s5)

(s. s8)

(3. 3"t)

(s. s8)

and G((", )' (, ) ((t„');(tg)=O, n~ I
where g, stands for the sum over all n. possible permutations of the indices I to n. since the field ls
also stationary G';" (t'; t) depends only on the time difference (t- t ') . I et

G". " (t'; t) = r, , (t t').-
The correlation function I;, (~) is easily calculated ' from the properties of the therma!. field. I,et
s(ar) be the spectrum of the field; then by Wiener-Khintchine theorem

s((d)= f' dt r(r) e' '.
From (3.35), (3.38), and (2. 22), it may be shown that

X', ", ",
' „,(( .');( g)= Z, b(, —,)"~ 5( '. —,„);„,( ',). ~ ". ,„( ~

7T
" (3. s9)

Using (3.39), we may easily calculate the reduced cross-spectral correlation function )('"'"), and we find
that

X( „'),»„) (4.)'(&.-(] 0)=(2 ). Z, s;„„(~() .~;,, ((d. ) II 5(~; —(d&,.) . (s. 4o)

Qgtn)

The final expression for the transition probability would be obtained by substituting (3.40) in (3.8). In
view of the definition of 4, it is easily seen that each term under the summation sign would give the same
contribution to O'". Hence the transition probability per unit time for n-photon absorption with thermal
light is given by

w,'„"'(,)=(2 ) . „ f" jd& „P Z 4 (,„)(4„,]) c„)((„,]);„,(,—,).",, ( . ,). (s. 4l)
((„)(j„)

This is our final expression for n-photon absorption transition probability with thermal fields.
We again consider the case of a narrow-bandwidth field near resonance and assume that the field is lin-

early polarized. Then (3.29) gives

W ") =214 ((cdoj)l f dt G'"'") ($-tj;(t] ) exp[2it ~ —
y& Itl] dt ~ (3.42)

Use of (3.35) leads to the following relation for thermal fields:

G "'"' ((-tj;(t))=n! [r(2t)]".
On substituting (3.43) in (3.42), we obta, in

(s. 43)

w'") =n! IC ({co,])l'f ' dt[r(t)]" exp[it(dt ——,
'

y~ Itl] . (s.44)

We now evaluate the integral appearing in (3.44) for the case when the spectrum of the incident light is
Lorentzian, i.e. , when

r(t) =(I) exp[- ia&0 t —b
~

t( ], (s.45)

where (I) is the mean intensity of the light beam and b is the half-width of the spectrum. From (3.44) and

(3.45), we may easily show that

&")=(&)"~4((mo])
~

nl(2nb+y&)/[(nb+ —,'y&) +(w& —nm, ) ] .

E. Absorption with Quell-Stabilized Laser Beam

(3.46)

In this section, we consider the absorption rate with a well-stabilized laser beam. We assume the phase
diffusion model for the laser beam, i.e. , we assume that the field amplitude is constant but the frequency
is a random variable, to be described shortly. Our analysis will be based on the theory of stochastic
processes. More precisely we assume that the complex amplitude of the field (considered to be linearly
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polarized) may be represented in the form

V(t) =I' exp[- iJ &o(t')dt' i&oo-], (s.4v)
0

where V(t) is a random variable. In (3. 47), I is the intensity of the light beam and po is a random variable
which is uniformly distributed between 0 and 2»», to preserve stationarity. Moreover &o{t ) is assumed to be

&o (t') = &oo+ t»&o (t), (s.48)

where &oo is the mean frequency and t»&o{t) is a slowly varying function of time. We assume that the sta-
tistical properties of 6&o(t) are those of a 5 cor» ef-ated» eaL Gaussian random Process. This shows that

the autocorrelation function has the form

(b&o(t') t«o(t")) = 2b 5 (t' -t")
and that the characteristic functional C [f( )], i.e. ,

C[f()]=(exp[ifdt t»&o(t) f(t)]),
has the form28

C [f( )] = exp[- -,' jff (t') f (t")(t»&o(t ') t»&o(t "))dt 'dt "].

Using (3.47), (3.48), (3.49), and (3. 51) it can be shown that

(s. 49)

(s. 50)

(s. 51)

G&""& ((t„']; (t„])-=(V*(t',).. . V*(t„')V(t,) V(t))

n

=I" exp i&oo Z(t» —t;) exp b 2 (It'; t,'I + It, ——t, l) —Z It', t,l-
i&g

(s. 52)

Hence for this model one has I

G '"'(( —t]; (t].) =I"exp[ —2in&oot —2bn I t I ] . (s. 5s)

Let us assume that the bandwidth of the field is so small that the approximations made in Sec. IIIC are
valid. On combining (3. 29) and (3. 53), we obtain the following expression for the expression for the tran-
sition probability for n-photon absorption with laser light:

W Iaaer =I"I~(1~0])I'(~/+ 2bn')/ l (2 r»+bn')'+ (~t -n~o)'] . (s. 54)

It is of interest to compare the transition rate W"„h' and W»~'„as given by (3.46) and (3. 54), respectively.
We have already considered in Sec. IIIC the case when y&»5. We now discuss the other extreme y&«&,
i.e. , when the width of the final state is much smaller than the bandwidth of the field. In this case, (3.46)
and (3. 54) reduce to

W»h =
I I ((&oo] ) I (I)" (2) nI (bn)/[(nb) + {&os n&oo) ] (s. 55)

W»&~»„=I" I 4 ((&oo)) I (2) (bn')/[(bn ) + I &ot -n&o,)']. (s. 56)

When the field is near the resonance, i.e. , when &o&=n&oo, one finds from (3. 55) and (3 ~ 56) that

W'»h'/ W,'~„= (n) (n I), for yt«b, (n&oo &ot) «n-b (s. 57)

Here for the sake of comparison we assumed that the two light beams have the same mean intensities. If
the field is far off the resonance but still satisfying the conditions of Sec. IIIC, then the ratio reduces to

W»h/W&'a, '»=(n-I) I, for yt«b, (n&oo-&ot)»nb. (s. 58)

It is worth mentioning that all these results reduce to Mollow's results~ on two-photon absorption process,
if one substitutes n = 2 in Eqs. (S. 54)-{3.58). Similar calculations can be carried out for the laser oscil-
lating in two modes.

4. EQUATION OF MOTION FOR p~

Having studied the effects of the coherence prop-
erties of the incident electromagnetic field on the

multiphoton absorption probability, we proceed to
investigate the changes in the statistical proper-
ties of the radiation field itself as the photon ab-
sorption process goes on. In other words, we
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Z„' (r,)=( —i) (2«ri&d„)'~'«, (r)a„ (4. 2)

shall first obtain an equation of motion for the
density operator of the field alone. The problem
is much more complex than the problem consid-
ered in earlier sections. To do this, we will fol-
low a slightly different approach. Let ) 1) and
I 2) be the states of the atom which take part in the
n-photon absorption processes, i.e. , the atom
makes transition from the state I1) to the state
I 2) by absorbing one photon from, say, each of
the modes k„k3, , k„. We assume that the
only resonance which exists corresponds to e»
= ~~ + ~ ~ + v~, where e» is the energy sep-oy n'

aration between the levels ] 1) and ) 2). Following
Shen we may express the interaction Hamiltonian

. for this process in the form

H„&=E(&Icy& c«Z&, ,(r&)
' ''

E& (r;)+H c ~ ) ~

(4. 1)
Here c&;, c2;, c&;, and c2; are the annihilation
and creation operators for the ith atom in states
) 1) and ~ 2), respectively. &) is the matrix ele-
ment for n-photon absorption processes. The
positive-frequency part of the electric field at the
ith atom is given by

ih —P = [H, (f), p (f) ], (4 3)

&& (f) =» f&&(f)], (4.4)

where Tr„denotes the trace operation over the
atomic variables. We also assume that at time t
= 0, when the interaction is switched on, the radia-
tion field and the atomic system are decoupled,
i.e. , that

where Hz(f) is the interaction Hamiltonian in the
interaction picture. Note that the Hamiltonian
given by (4. 1) is of order n in the creation and the
annihilation operators and therefore to describe
n-photon absorption processes, it is sufficient to
carry out the perturbation calculations on Eq. (4. 3)
to the second order. This is one of the advantages
of expressing the Hamiltonian in the form (4. 1).
Of course one can also start with the Hamiltonian
(2. 1) and perform 2nth-order perturbation on Eq.
(4. 3). However, this latter method becomes ex-
tremely cumbersome and for this reason we adopt
the first method.

We assume that at some initial time the atomic
system is in the therma) equilibrium at tempera-
ture T. The density operator p& of the field alone
at time t is given by

where «„(r&) are the mode eigenfunctions. It should
also be noted that (4. 1) will, in general, involve a
summation over all those modes whose frequencies
sum to co». For the sake of simplicity we assume
that k&, 0» ~ ~ ~, k„are the only modes whose fre-
quencies sum to e&2. However, the generalization
of this to the other case is trivial. The density
operator in the interaction picture satisfies the
following equation of motion:

&&(0) = &&,(0)&-"&p (o), (4.5)

p„(0)= II&0&(0), (4.5)

where p&(0) is the thermal-equilibrium density op-
erator for the ith atom. Thus, the equation of mo-
tion for p&, can be obtained from (4.1) and (4.3)-
(4.5). Standard second-order perturbation proce-
dure' leads to

&&,(a„~ a„a„a„p&,—2a„, a„p& a» ~ ~ ~ a„+ps+&& ~ ' '
&&a, &&a&'

' '«„)t. ..
IC

—X Kpya„a„a„~ a„pg - 2a„' ' 'a„py a„, a~ +pea~ ~ ~ ~ ay ay ~ ~ ay~/,(n) i . . . 't . . . 't n 'i 't

1 n n 1 rt 1 n 1 n n
(4. 7)

where &&, and &&& are the thermal populations of the two atomic states J 1) and [ 2). X&"& is the absorption
coefficient for n-photon absorption process and is given by

X&"& =(2«I)" '(2»')((o„&d„) &) 'g((o + ~ ~ +~„)Jd'~N(r) «„(r) '. . . «„(r) '. (4.3)

Here g(v) is the line-shape function and N(r) is the density of atoms at the position r in the cavity The in-.

tegration in (4. 8) extends over the whole volume of the medium.
We shall from now on consider the case when all the incident field is mode pure. Then Eq. (4. 7) re-

duces to

= —&&&"&&& (a~"«"p&,- 2«"p~t" + p « "«")—
&&& "&«,(«"«™p&,- 2«™p«" + p&, «"a~")

et
(4. 9)

where for the sake of brevity we have not indicated
a mode label here. Equation (4,9) is ihe desired

equation for and will be used to discuss the statis-
tical yroyerties of the field mode in n-yhoton yro-
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cesses. In particular from (4.9), it is easy to
show that

e(a
Bt & & 2

' = —&(&"))& n(a'" 'an) + )('"')& n(ana'" ') (4.10)

= —2nX&"))&&(a "a"),+ 2nX "))&z(a"a ")&, (4.11)
8

where quantities such as (f(a, at)), represent the
average value at time t, i.e. ,

&&p„(t) & &
I!

st ' (rn -n)!
I

—2)( " )(, , p„(t) + 2)((„) (BZ + &&)

x p~+ „(t)+2X ")&,(I +n)! („)
mf

X
( )&

pm n(t) (4. 17)

(f(a, at)),= Trfp~(t)f (a, a )]. . (4.12)

S(&& &&)&
2 & &n&( tn n)n a a (4.13)

It is clear from (4.13) that the rate of change of
the average numbers of photons in the field de-
pends on the statistical nature of the light. We
also know that

It is to be noted that Eq. (4.11) shows some inter-
esting features of the coupling. The first term in

(4. 11) is proportional to the (n, n)th normally
ordered correlation function of the field amplitude,
whereas the second term is proportional to the
(n, n)th antinormally ordered correlation function
of the field amplitude. These two terms corre-
spond to pure n-photon absorption and pure n-pho-
ton emission, respectively. At zero temperature
(K&= 1 Kg= 0), Eq. (4. 11) reduces to

Again (4. 17) represents an infinite hierarchy of
equations. In ease when the absorption processes
are neglected and one considers the emission
processes B.lone, one can solve (4. 17) by a set
of recurrence relations. For the case of two-
photon emission processes, the solutions have
been given by Lambropoulos. " In order to de-
couple this hierarchy of equations, we introduce
the generating function Q(x, t), for p„(t), defined
as

Q(x, t)= 2 (I-x)"p„(t)
n=o

(4. 18)

= —2~'"'~ (-1)" (1-x)"

From (4. 18) and (4. 17), one can show by stra. ight-
forward but long calculation, that the generating
function Q(x, t) satisfies the following nth-order
partial differential equation:

(a "a"),„=n!(a a) „"„, (4. 14)

(4. 15)

Sn Bn
+2) (").,(-1)",„-2)(")

&,(-1)", „ol -x)"QI
Bn

+ 2) '"'~,(-1)"(1—x)" „[(I—x)"Q] .
~X

It therefore follows from (4.13)-(4.15), that the
absorption rate with thermal light would be n 1

times higher than with coherent light.
Another important feature of (4.11) should be

noted. It is obvious that the first moment of the
number operator is coupled to the nth normally
ordered and antinormally ordered moments of the
number operator. These moments in turn are
coupled to higher-order moments. One in this
way obtains an infinite hierarchy of equations. In
the later part of this section, we shall give a
method of solving this infinite hierarchy and carry
out some numerical computations for the case of
two-photon absorption processes.

It is also of interest to obtain equation for the
diagonal matrix elements of the density operator
p~(t). I et p„(t) equal

p„(t) = (I
~ p,(t) ~m), (4. 16)

„=2~("(2x-x'), , (4. 20)

Let us introduce a parameter 7' defined by

7 = 2X"'t

Then (4. 20) becomes

(4. 21)

(4. 22)

We shall first find an exact solution of (4. 22).
Let us set

y= (1 -x), Q(x, r)-=Z{y, ~) . (4. 23)

Equation (4. 19) has to be solved for the generating
function Q(x, t) subject to appropriate initial con-
dition. At zero temperature, and for two-photon
absorption processes, (4. 19) reduces to

where !»&) denotes the Fock state of the radiation
field. Obviously p„(t) is the probability that there
are m photons in the field at time t. From (4.9)
and (4. 16), we obtain

Then, from (4. 22), we obtain

BB
(

q)BR
87

= ~ ey' (4. 24)
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Equation (4. 24) can be solved in terms of ultra,
sphericalpolynomials C„' '/"

(y) and the solution
is given by

) Q d C(-1/2) ( )
-n(n - 1) v

0
(4. 25)

C(-1/2) ( ) (no 1) (4. 2Va)

The coefficients d„have to be determined from
the initial value Rb, 0). Some of the more im-
portant properties of these polynomials are given
by the following equations:

(1 —2yz+2 )'/2 =2 C„' ' '(y)2", (~2 ~& 1) (4.26)
0

or &n(7')& = —p d„ exp[- )1(n —1)7'], (4. s5)

p„(0) = e-" (n"/m! ), (4. 36)

where H is the average number of photons in the
system at time t= 0. From (4. 18) and (4. 36), we
find that

where the coefi'icients d„are given by (4. 32) and
(4. ss).

Having obtained the exact solution, we will now
present some numerical results. We assume that
at time t= 0, the probability P„(0) that the system
is in Fock state In) is given by Poisson distribu-
tion, i.e. ,

C(-1/2) ( ) 0
dy

(4. 2Vb) Q(x, 0) = e "". (4. sv)

= [n(n ——2')(n —l)j ' '5„g, ( -2) . (4 26)

f '1
[dy/(1 y2)]C(-1/2)( )C("1/2)( )

We have carried out the numerical computations
for the case when H was equal to 10. The differ-
ential equation (4. 22) wa, s solved numerically and
the fo1.lowing quantities were computed:

If a function f(y) satisfies the same boundary con-
ditions as C'„'/" (y), then the following expansion
holds:

&n(t)& = &a a), =- sQ(~, t)

, x=o
(4. ss)

f( ) Q d C(-1/2)
( )

0
(4.29) &n )(t)& =—(a aa a&, -&a a&, = —'6'Q(~, t)

(

where do= —,
' [f(- 1)+f(l)], d1 = 2 [f(- 1) -f(1)j,

d„=n(n —l)(n —2) (4. so) &[~)2(t)]'&= &))'(t)& -&n(t)&'

(4. s9)

d, =-,'[z(-1, 0)+z(I, o)j,
d, =-.'[z(-l, o)-z(l, o)] .
d„=n(n —1)(n ——,')

(4. s2)

xf" Z(y, O) C„'-""(y)[dy/(1- y')], (& & I).
(4. 33)

Once the solution of (4. 25) is known we can use it
to discuss the statistical properties of the photon
system in two-photon absorption processes. For
example, the average number of photons &))(r)& at
time v'is given by

&n(1)& =—aQ(&~) az(y, 7)
x =0 ey

(4. s4)

From (4. 34) and (4. 25) and (4. 2Va), we find that

40
g C (-1/2) (

Q d e-n(n - 1)&

0 8$

xf 'f(y)c„' '/" (y)[dy/(1-y')], (n~ 2) .
(4.sl)

Returning to (4. 25), we find that the coefficients
d„are given by

= &n'2)(t)& +&n(t)& —2)2(t)&' . (4. 4o)

' "„'& =-2(& '(
)& -& ( )&}. (4. 41)

We note that the operator (n2 —n}=f(at(2)2 —(ata)}
is a positive-definite operator and henceits expec-
tation value in any state should satisfy the follow-
ing relation:

T.[p,(0)0"( ).( )) '-"(.).( )}j

= Tr [p~(r)[(ata)2 —((2ta)}]~ 0 . (4. 42)

Since p~(t) is also a positive-definite operator, we
conclude that

The results of these numerical computations are
shown in Figs. 1-3, respectively. It is seen from
the curves that as the time increases, the first
and second factorial moments of v, as well as the
variance, decrease continuously as expected. For
small times the depletion is quite rapid. For

large time q(-l), steady state is reached. The
behavior of the curve of Fig. 1 can also be under-
stood by examining the equation of motion for
&n(t)&. It is easily seen from (4. 22) that &n(t)& sat-
isfies the equation

e-n(n-1)r @ (1)
1

&n'2)(t)& - 0 (4. 43)
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From (4. 41) and (4. 43), we have (n(r)) =([~tt(i)]') . (4. 46)

~0, for all
8T

(4. 44)

(n(~)) =([an(v)]') . (4.45)

Equation (4. 45) should be compared with the rela-
tion which applies to Poisson distribution,

Equation (4. 44) is the statement that (n(7')) should
decrease as time increases. On comparing curves
1 and 3, we see that

Equations of the type (4. 41) have also been en-
countered in connection with studies on the time-
dependent statistical properties of the laser ra-
diation. One can carry out the similar numer-
ical computations, for the case when P„(0) is given
by the Bose-Einstein distribution, appropriate to
thermal light. As predicted by general principles
in earlier sections, one would find that the de-
pletion is twice as rapid as in case when P (0) is
given by the Poisson distribution.
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A. Fokker-Planck Equations and Two-Photon Absorption Processes

Recently, a general technique was found for the treatment of quantum-dynamical problems in phase
space. " We can use this technique to obtain the dynamical equation obeyed by the phase space equivalent
of the density operator. One finds by straightforward, but long, calculations that the antinormally ordered
equivalent" of the density operator obeys the following equation of motion:

gy (A, )

(Kg —Ks)
8 2 (zF, ')+c.c. +2K" K2 2 z(zs +)(. 2K1 (z z Fp )+C C.
~Z ~Z BZ ~Z

+BZ 'z ((zz ) z'](-(z Z ' (mz z +4z)F"'I+z. z.
, 8 8

2 8 g BZ P

Ks 4 z)z 2 (zFp )+c.c.
BZ ~Z

(4. 47)

This equation contains the entire information about the statistics of the photon system in two-photon ab-
sorption processes. At zero temperature, Eq. (4. 4V) reduces to

gy (A) g2 8
= —X"' (z'F~')+ c.c. + 2X"' (z'z*F'"')+ c.C.p ~ ~

~Z
(4. 48)

z = ~"' [z —2z'z*]+ i+~"'zf(t), (4. 49)

where the stochastic force f(t) is a 5-correlated
Gaussian random process, characterized by

(f(t)f *(t')& = o, & f (t )& =
& f *(t)&= o,

This equation can be used to calculate the normally
ordered time ordered corre-lation functions in
two-photon absorption processes provided one can
solve it for the Green's function. ' When X' ' is
small, Eq. (4. 48) can be solved by perturbation.
By transforming (4. 48), one can also obtain the
stochastically equivalent Langevin equation'

(f(t)f (t')&= &f *(t')f*(t)&= 2fw(t —t') . (4. 5l)
All the higher-order linked moments are equal to
zero. Thus, we conclude that the change in the
statistical properties of the photon system in two-
photon absorption processes may be described by
the nonlinear Langevin equation (4. 49).

So far we have not taken into account the field
losses by any process which is not a direct inter-
action between the field mode and the medium. We
may represent the loss mechanism with an ensem-
ble of harmonic oscillators in thermal equilibrium
at some temperature T~. Then the losses can be
taken into account by adding to the right-hand side
of (4. 4V) the following terms:
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+ nh((u)g'o((o) —(zF~')+ c.c.~

S

where (n(&u))=1/{e"" " ~ —1).

(4. 52)

(4. 52)

details of (4. 52) can be found in Ref. 30.
In this paper, we have considered only multi-

photon absorption processes. However, it seems
that our method can be extended, with minor modi-
fications, to other multiphoton processes (cf.
Refs. 6, 11, and 12).
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